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Basketball 

Plopketball (Plop and Drop Basketball) 

By: Chris Wilson 

Play regular basketball rules, yet have a player in the opposing key holding a plunger upside 

down. No players are allowed in the key, so shots must come from outside the key. Shots need to 

land in the plunger and stay in order to score. Players with the plunger may move about the key. 

 

Option #1 - Players with the plunger may hold it as they like. Holding with two hands on the 

rubber plunger part is worth 1 point. Holding with one hand under the rubber portion is worth 2 

points. Holding with one hand at the end of handle is worth 3 points. 

 

Option #2 - Have more than one player in the key. Three players, one as 1 point, one as 2 points 

and the 3rd as 3 points. 

Forum Ideas 

Variations by John Byl 

You could use pylons instead of plungers.  

How about the receiver having two plungers and catching the ball between the two plungers, or 

two players catching the ball between two plungers.... the fun options go on and on and on. 

Variation by Chris Wilson 

Use a smaller or mini basketball.  
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Follow the Bouncing Basketballs 

By: John Byl 
Two teams are needed one standing inside the basketball court the other standing outside the 
basketball court. 
 
Each player inside the basketball court holds a basketball. 
 
Four to six players outside the basketball court hold a volleyball or sponge ball. 
 
On the signal to start all players inside the court dribble their basketball and cannot be closer to 
other dribblers than two large steps. The players on the outside of the court try to hit the 
basketballs so that the players lose their dribble. If a volleyball lands inside the court a player 
from the outside can go into the court and retrieve the ball but may not affect player's dribbling 
their ball. When players lose their dribble they get off the court.  
 
Measure how long it takes for each team to knock off all the basketballs. 
 
 
Variations: 
 
When players lose their dribble they retrieve their ball again and continue to dribble--each time 
someone loses their dribble that counts one point for the throwing team. Play for a number of 
minutes and switch roles.  
 
The throwing team has 2-3 players in the centre jump-offcircle. Players on the outside of the 
court can pass balls to these players in the inner circle who can throw balls at the dribblers from 
their spot on the court. 
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Football 

Capture the Football 

By: John Byl 
Objectives:  
- To perform higher and lower catches in a game like setting  
- To apply side catches in a game like setting  
- To practice catching while being defended  
- To learn how to stay focused on ball  
 
Number of Players:  
- Two teams of 6-10 players each 
 
Recommended equipment:  
 - Two footballs  
- 10 Pylons to mark field 
 
Set Up:  
- Mark off a field about 40 metres in length and 20 metres in width with a 10 metre end-zone and 
a centre line  
- Each team starts on their side of the field  
- A football is placed in both end zones  
 
How to Play:  
- This game is similar to Capture the Flag and Handball. Each team will have a football, which 
will be placed at the back of their side of the field. The object of the game is to run onto the 
opposite teams field, grab their football l and deliver it back to your side safely. However, there 
must be at least four people who catch the ball. In order to score a point, the ball must be thrown 
across the half way line and not run across. Each player is allowed to take three steps with the 
ball, and then they must throw it to a teammate. If the ball is dropped or intercepted at any point, 
it is returned to its original spot. When this happens the people in offensive end must come back 
to their side before re-attempting to get the other teams football.  
 
Variation:  
- Allow players to take no steps while in possession of the football. 
 
Questions:  
- How does a team increase the likelihood of catches being made?  
- How do teams best balance getting four passes and preventing the other team from getting their 
four passes? 
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Duck Duck Tackle 

By: Chris Wilson 
 

A new variation on an old favourite that could be used by secondary football coaches and 
wrestling coaches. Player sit in a circle and one player is it on the outside of the circle. That 
player proceeds around the circle touching heads and saying "duck". Select a player and say 
"tackle". Both players must run once around the circle trying to beat the other player back to the 
spot the second player was sitting in.  
 
For football, the players could tackle each other to stop the player from getting there first. 
(Equipment needed) 
 
For wrestling, the players could attempt a takedown to slow the player down. (Mats needed) 
 
* For safety reasons this is not recommended for other scenarios 

Gooba 

By: Co op student from GCI in Cambridge. 

 

Equipment: Throton or small football, pinnies. 

Divide the group into two equal teams. One team starts at half. Person in possession of the 

throton has three seconds to pass the ball without being defended. This person must also remain 

still (no steps, pivot only). The throton is passed down the field towards the end zone. Run in is 

worth 1 point, pass in is 2 points. 

 

In the event of an incomplete pass(Bad throw, bad catch, knock down, interception) or a time 

violation(3 seconds), the defensive team takes possession at the location of the infraction. 

 

After a score , the defensive team starts at half. 
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Indoor Touch Rugby/Football 

By: John Byl 
 

Objective: Score more points than the other team by scoring baskets with a rugby ball.  
 
Form two teams of 5-15 players which line up on either side of the gym.  
 
One team is given a rugby ball (a football will also work).  
 
On the leader’s signal to begin players scatter around the gym. The player with the ball can 
remain stationary but has three seconds to walk/run or throw the ball (only backwards passes) to 
someone else or take a shot at the basket (only if she is past centre). If the pass is incomplete or 
the shot is missed, the other team gets the ball. If a person is walking/running and is tagged while 
in possession of the ball, the other team gets the ball.  
 
Each time the ball goes into the basket scores one point.  
 
After a set time limit, the team with the most points wins. 
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Kick, Catch, and Five 

By Dru Masuka – Erin Centre M.S. 

 

Objective : To kick a football into the opponent’s end zone. 

Teams: Split the class/group into two even teams (A and B) and number off the players 1,2,3, 

etc. 

 

How to Play:  

Teams space themselves on their own half of the playing field.  

Player number one, from Team A, starts by drop-kicking/punting the ball as deep as they can 

into their opponent’s territory. Any player from Team B can either catch the ball or stop it as it 

rolls. Player one from Team B now kicks the ball back into their opponent’s area from where the 

ball was stopped or caught.  

Teams continue to move up and down the field trying to kick the ball so that it lands, without a 

bounce or roll, into their opponent’s end zone. Teams move up and down the field when a player 

catches the ball before it hits the ground. If the catch is good they can take five huge steps 

forward and kick the ball from that point. After each team scores, teams switch sides, to allow 

for fairness with field and weather conditions 

Players must kick in their number order and they will learn that it works to their team’s 

advantage if they get to the ball quickly and kicks the ball before the other team gets ready. 
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Little Elephant Football 

By: Chris Wilson 
 

Separate the group into two equal teams. The "offensive" team gets a small elephant that can be 
held inside the palm and therefore not visible. The offensive team starts at the end zone line and 
all players run until tagged. Tagged players sit down where touched. If the player with the 
elephant gets to the other end the team scores a touchdown. If the player carrying the elephant is 
tagged, the entire team starts again from that point. The 'offensive' team gets 4 downs (tries) to 
score a touchdown. At this point the opposing team gets a try. 
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Snow Flake Football 

By: John Byl 
With a spray bottle filled with a mix of water and food coloring mark a large rectangle with a 
centerline to 
mark the playing field. Instruct the teams to line up at opposite ends of the field (the North and 
South poles) for a kickoff. Once someone on the receiving team catches the ball, they must try to 
move the ball back across the defense's goal line by running with it or passing it to a teammate. 
Play stops if the person with the ball is tagged by an opponent or slides out of bounds. The teams 
then face off again on the spot. 
After four tries, or a touchdown, the ball goes to the other team. The game ends when either team 
gets cold. 
 
Input 2004 
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Handball 

Bucket Ball 

By: John Byl 

Take two buckets or cardboard boxes and place them in the middle of a basketball key at either 
end of a basketball court.  
 
This game is then played like basketball except there is no dribbling with the ball, a sponge ball 
is used, and no one from either team is permitted to be inside either basketball key. 
 
The object of the game is to score points by successfully tossing the ball into the bucket or box. 
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Modified Team Handball 

By: John Byl 

Goal is to throw a ball into the opponent's net. 

 

The goal could be a floor-hockey goal and a key area (in which only the goalie can be in) is the 

three-point circle for basketball. The ball is a sponge or gator-skin ball (if the ball is too hard no-

one will want to play goalie). 

 

Jump ball to start the game. 

Players can only throw the ball. 

Those with a ball are allowed to run a maximum of 3 steps with the ball and need to pass or 

shoot within 3 seconds of getting the ball (otherwise the other team gets the ball at the place of 

infraction). 

 

Goalies have 5 steps and 5 seconds to bring the ball into play and cannot pass the ball over the 

centre line. 

 

For more official rules... go to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Team_handball 
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Tchoukball 

Developed by Hermann Brandt who believed "The objective of all physical activities is not to 

make champions, but make a contribution to building a harmonious society". Tchoukball can be 

played on various surfaces of different sizes. The most common surfaces are synthetic floors 

(indoors), sand (beach Tchoukball), and grass. Nowadays, Tchoukball is being played with seven 

players in each team on a wooden or synthetic surface of approximately 27 m x 16 m. Beach 

Tchoukball is played with five players in each team on a playing area of approximately 21 m x 

12 m. 

Rules of Play  

One rebound frame is placed at each end of the field of play. In front of each frame, a D-shaped 

semi-circle measuring 3 m in radius must be drawn; it defines the limits of the ”forbidden zone”. 

Depending on the category of players, the ball measures between 54 and 60 cm in circumference 

and weighs between 325 and 475 grams. It must never touch the ground. During the game, the 

ball in possession of one team may not be intercepted by the other team, so as to prevent any 

aggressive behavior or violent physical contact between the opponents. The control of the ball 

transfers to the other team after every shot at the frame or after every fault made by the 

opposition. In order to score a point for his team, a player shoots the ball at the frame so that it 

rebounds off in a way no defending player can catch it before it hits the field of play. The team 

that has just conceded a point restarts the game. A maximum of three consecutive passes is 

allowed to put a player in a position to shoot at the frame. Defending players are not allowed to 

break the opponent players’ game; instead they must anticipate the trajectory of the rebounding 

ball in order to catch it before it hits the surface of the playing field. At the end of the allotted 

time, the team with the most points wins the match.  

For more details on Rules: 

http://www.tchoukball.net/fileadmin/Documents/Rules/ER-01_OfficialTchoukballRules_en.pdf 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Chris Wilson 

Want to play tchoukball but don't have the nets or can't afford the $250 each? The game can be 
played with utility balls rather than trampoline nets. Have a player from the same team stand in 
the opposite crease with a Utility ball (Pilates/Exercise/Stability ball). The game is played with the 
same rules, except that the ball must bounce off the ball instead of a trampoline. Even if you 
have the nets it is a fun variation because it allows for controlled rebounds. 
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Soccer 

 

Animal Sounds Soccer Drill 

By: John Byl 
 

Saw a neat drill for 6-8 year olds. The coach slowly runs around and the players, each with a 
ball, try to kick their ball against the coach. When successful the kicker suggests an animal sound 
everyone makes. Play continues. 
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Four Corner Soccer Variations 

By: John Byl 
 

 
Recently I learned these four corner soccer games (in addition to the one with 50 tennis ball in 
the “50 Games With 50 Tennis Balls” book).  
 
 Offensive Goals –Players call out their team colour /name when they score a goal.  
Defensive Goals –Players call out the team colour /name they score on.  
Elimination –Score a goal and take a break (make sure there are lots of balls so the breaks are 
short) —best scorers take longest break.  
A couple extra rules:  

- A ball cannot be shot at the goalie on the rebound —shooter needs to dribble ball to 
another goal.  

- Only one goalie per team. 
 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Unknown: 
I have students high-five their goalie after every goal.  This makes them come back to their own 

end rather than "cherry-picking" the whole game.  The goalie keeps track of high-fives and, 

therefore, goals. 

 

I put variations in place, for example, you may only use your left foot, right foot etc.  Not really 

soccer, but you can also have them use only their hands, or if you have a good class, and you 

want to have some fun with them, only your breath....that can be amusing for 10 or 15 seconds, 

even if it is not practical! 
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Giant Foosball 

From: CAPHERD conference 
 

Players hold hands in lines of 3-6 people. Each line of people must stay within two lines of a 
gym floor. Play regular soccer except the groups of people must stay hand in hand (or have them 
hold a pool noodle if they are squeamish about holding hands), and each group must stay within 
their lines of the court. 
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Imaginary Soccer 

By: John Byl 
 

Could do it for other sports like basketball as well--a great warm-up.  
 
Equipment needed: minimum of 8 pylons to make 2 goals for each team (you can have 12 pylons 
and make 3 goals each), pinnies for one team . 
 
Playing Area: Make a rectangular field with the multiple goals on the end line (start 30 X 20 and 
adjust). 
 
Players: 12 years olds and up, Can be played with minimum of 2 vs 2 up to 10 vs10. 
 
Rules: 
a. When you are in possession of the imaginary ball you must have your arm extended up so 
everyone can see who has the ball. 
 
b. To pass the ball to a teammate you must call his or her name. When teammate receives the 
ball, he or she puts their arm up to indicate possession. (for an icebreaker and learning names, 
you can also have the receiver say "Fred's ball") 
 
c. To score, a ball carrier simply runs through any of their designated goals. 
 
d. To gain the ball, the opponent tags the ball carrier (arm is up). Immediately after tagging, the 
tagger becomes the ball carrier and now should have his or her arm up. 
 
Principles: Creating space, marking up, communication, looking for the open goal and open 
player. The benefit of this game is that team play can be practiced with the ball skill of the 
individual players neutralized. 
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Lagurie Korean Game 

By: Brian Lavender 
 

“Lagurie ! " - as taught to me by the children of Beulah Home, near Bangalore , India .  
 
Materials: a soccer ball (or something similar), 10 stackable rocks ranging from about 15 cm. 
across to about 2 cm. across  
 
The Game:  
Players divide into two teams of 6-8 per side. The rocks are stacked in one pile. The teams 
basically face each other with the rock pile in the middle. Players will tend to stand about 2-3 
metres from the pile .  
 
Each player on the offensive side gets three chances to throw the ball at the pile. If the ball is 
caught by the other team on the first bounce, the player doesn't get any more throws during that 
turn.  
 
If the ball strikes the rocks and knocks them over, the offensive team rushes in to stack the rocks. 
The defensive team can pick up the ball and touch/hit the offensive players below the waist. 
When an offensive player is hit with the ball, they may not stack any more rocks and they must 
step back out of the way. When the last rock is placed on the stack, the players shout " Lagurie ! 
" to end the round.  
 
One point is scored if the stack is successfully built. In addition , a successful round allows the 
offensive team to continue in their role. If the defensive team gets all of the offensive players 
"out " in a round, they become the offensive team.  
 
This game was played by mixed age and gender groups. It's really a lot of fun! 
 
A few questions: 
Do players stand in a circle around their rock pile?  

- Somewhat. Mostly. (The kids were making use of what space they had.) If you think of it 
as a square, the offensive (throwing) team was on one end, the defensive (catching) on 
the other, and the sides were mixed.  
 

Do they start with the pile made or unmade?  
- Every round starts with the pile already made. The object of the offensive team is to 

knock over the stack by throwing the ball at it. 
 

Do you think some blocks of wood could replace rocks?  
- Neat idea. I imagine that would work fine.  
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How far away does the attacking team stand from the other players?  
- If you imagine the whole set-up in a circle (sometimes square), it's about 4-5 metres in 

diameter, with the rock-pile slightly closer to the catching side. 
 

Does only one player take three turns to throw the ball?  
- One player uses his/her three turns before giving the ball to the next player on their team. 

(Of course, if the catching team catches the ball on one bounce, the next player on the 
throwing team is up). It's pretty rare for a player to miss the rock pile for all three throws; 
it happens more with younger players. The good news is that they still participate even 
when someone else on their team knocks over the stack.  
 

How does the offensive team retrieve the ball?  
- Once the stack is knocked over, the scramble is on for the offensive team to rush in and 

rebuild the stack before its players are "tagged "(ball contact below the waist) by the 
defensive team. If the stack is successfully built, the offensive team gets the ball back for 
another round. If the stack is not successfully built before the last team member is tagged, 
the defensive team becomes the offensive team and they get posession of the ball.  

Since I don't get the chance to describe this in print much, I hope this has made some sense. It's 
really about a 3/10 for complexity, although my explanation may have made it seem trickier than 
it actually is.  
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Mass One on One Soccer 

By: John Byl 
 

Divide a gym into grids, assign two people per grid, give each of them two markers for their own 
goal (one or two paces wide at either end of each grid), plus one soccer ball per grid, then we 
could have a great massive soccer game.  
 
Players would not be permitted outside their grid, so if their ball goes out of their grid another 
grid may have more than one ball to play with. When a ball comes into their grid they resume 
playing.  
 
Players would count goals against them--which could be scored by the player they are playing 
against, but could also come from stray balls rolling from other grids--players with fewest goals 
against win. 
 
I have not tried this game yet but it seems like a massively fun game. 
 
I think you could do this for floor hockey as well--but no slap shots 
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Passing Game 

By: John Byl 
 

 
Want to encourage players/students to pass the ball in soccer, basketball, hockey...? Add a bit of 
keep-away and fun to the game by counting the number of consecutive passes (maybe 10 passes, 
or once the whole team has touched the ball once, or twice or....) as a goal/basket--scoring a goal 
or basket the regular way still counts. 
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Snow Soccer 

By: Bill Serbin 
 
Dress for the outdoors and you can play soccer outside in the snow. Use the large stability balls 
to kick. If you have a lot of students add a few stability balls and everyone stays active and 
warm. 
 
One place to purchase these stability balls is from Twist Conditioning. They cost about $20.00. If 
you want to order some balls or get a copy of the Twist Conditioning catalogue send an email to 
Lisa at: lnorthrup@sportconditioning.ca  
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Snoccer 

By: John Byl 

Soccer in the snow. Use a softer ball so it does not become too hard in the Cold. 
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Socbask Baseball 

By: Andie Urquhart  
 

I have yet a different baseball variation called socbask. This game is a combination of soccer and 
basketball.  
 
First set up the gym with first base and a basketball placed on 1st, 2nd base is the actual 
basketball hoop, third base is a regular base and then home plate is another basketball hoop. The 
pitcher has an indoor soccer ball. 
 
The pitcher pitches the ball just beside the home plate. 
 
The team that is up to bat will make a line underhand behind the home plate (basketball rim). 
The pitcher, rolls the soccer ball and the person up to bat kicks it, then runs to 1st base where 
they retrieve the basketball, they then dribble to 2nd (the basketball net) and must make a basket 
to move on to third base where they just touch it and move on, they then go to home base (the 
basketball net) and attempt to make a basket before the fielding team does.....meanwhile the 
fielding team must field the soccer ball and pass to a team member that must wait on 1st base. 
They then race against the person up to bat and follow along as above. If the fielding team gets 
the home base basket before the up to bat team then it is an out, but if the up to bat or kicking 
team gets a home base basket before the fielding team then it is a run. 
 
Players rotate around the outfield and infield so that all players have a chance to pitch and play 
first (shoot baskets). 
 
This game works best for grades 4 and up (I have even played it with 10th  
grade students and they LOVE it). 
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Soccer Croquet 

By: John Byl 
 

Set up a simple croquet course with people (or pylons) being the wickets--maybe only six people 
or wickets: 
 
 
 
         1H8 
H2                H7 
 
 
 
         3H6 
 
 
 
H4                H5 
 
On the signal to start a player kicks the ball until it comes to a complete stop. The player counts 
the number of kicks it takes. If a player goes through a wicket the player gets a free (non-
counting) kick. Give the players a maximum of two-minutes to complete the course. To make the 
course more challenging move the wickets further apart. 
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Soccer Drill: Dribbling on Offense 

By: John Byl 
 
Excellent for dribbling on offense and running down an opponent on defense: 
 
The drill involves a goalie a defensive player and an offensive player.  
 
The goalie stands in a goal.  
 
The defensive player faces the goalie about 20 metres in front of the goalie, and stands with feet 
apart. 
 
The offensive player places the ball immediately behind the defensive player. The offensive 
player then kicks the ball between the defensive player's legs and tries to score a goal. 
 
The defensive player tries to chase the offensive player and prevent the offensive player from 
scoring.  
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Soccer Maniacs 

By: Gianfranco Mele 
 

 
Warm-up:  A light jog around the perimeter of gym.  Class performs arm circles, and leg and arm 
stretches. 
 
Game:  Soccer Maniacs 

- Divide class into two teams.  Each team stands with their backs on the far wall. 
- 4 students are chosen from each team to play 4 on 4 soccer.  The rest of the players in 

each team become the goalies. 
- The goalies protect the entire back wall (the net) from the opponents trying to score (only 

shots below the waist are allowed). 
- Goalies may use their hands to catch or throw the ball.  However, they must stay in their 

net (that is against the back wall). 
- Once a goal is scored, the 4 players return to the wall and 4 new players from each team 

come out to play (if goals are not being scored, the teacher may blow the whistle and call 
for a rotation after a few minutes). 

- To add a more vigorous workout, have the goalies perform exercises while they wait for 
shots on net.  The teacher may call out "jumping jacks, run on the spot, and/or burprees" - 
then all the goalies perform that exercise until the next exercise is called out. If the 
goalies are not active enough give the other team a goal. 
 

Cool Down:  Have class walk a lap of the gym and then bring class back to the center of the 
gym.  Have students begin small (like a seed) and slowing roll their bodies upward into a mighty 
tree (full extension of all body parts).  Then regroup and go through various breathing exercises 
to lower heart rate. 
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Soccer Robin’s Nest 

By: John Byl 
 

Robins Nest (p.55) from the Everybody Move resource is a great activity. My students added a 
twist to it the other day and used soccer instead. Here is how it went.  
 
Objective: to get four balls in your teams hoop before anyone else does.  
 
Equipment: four hoops and seven soccer balls.  
 
Setup: Place four hula hoops at the corners of an imaginary square about five metres apart. Each 
team of 3-4 people stands behind an assigned hoop. The soccer balls are all placed in the middle.  
 
Instructions: Upon the leaders signal to begin the first player from each team runs to the centre 
and dribbles a ball back into her hoop. When her ball is in the hoop her next teammate goes to 
the centre to get a ball and dribble it back to her hoop. When there are no more balls in the 
middle players steal balls from neighbouring hoops and dribble them back into their hoop. When 
one team has four balls in their hoop they sing, We are the champions.  
 
Note: if it is too difficult for a team to get four balls reduce the requirement to three or add 
another couple balls.    
 
Soccer Robins Nest is a very active and fun game that also builds soccer dribbling skills. 
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Floorball 

Floorball 

From: Vessa Mikkola 
 

Find attached a few floorball resources (rules, history, and facts). 
Very briefly, floorball is a new form of indoor hockey that promotes skill, speed, and safety. The 
rules are designed to give every player an equal opportunity at success, so it works well for both 
girls and boys. 
The sport is new to Canada, but it has enjoyed massive success both in the school system and 
professionally in other countries such as Finland, Sweden, Czech Republic, and Switzerland. 
Floorball has been received very well in the Ontario school system, with approximately 60 
schools already playing. We have downtown league in Toronto for adult players, as well as a 
new league that just started up in Hamilton. There are also schools playing in the West and as 
well as Quebec. 
If you would like to book a floorball clinic for your school, please visit the Ontario Federation's 
site at: 
 
http://floorballontario.com/?page_id=161 
 
Other useful floorball links include: 
http://www.xfloor.tv/floor/ 
http://www.zorroacademy.com/ 
 
FloorballPro Inc. 
Floorball Sticks, Equipment and Accessories 
+1 (647) 502-8372 PHONE 
+1 (647) 345-5777 FAX 
http://www.floorballpro.com 
vesa@floorballpro.com 
 
Office Address: 
388 Richmond Street West Suite 922 
Toronto, Ontario M5V 3P1 
Canada 
Warehouse Address: 
2 Essex Avenue Unit Number 7 
Thornhill, Ontario L3T 3Y8 
Canada 
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Floorball Rules 

 
Simplified Floorball Rules: Prepared by the Ontario Floorball/Unihockey Federation 
 
1. Games can be played with three to five players and a goalie on the court for each team. The 
goalie may be substituted for an additional player if desired. For an official game, five players 
and a goalie for each team is required. 
 
2. No catching ball or hands on ball, except for goalie, infraction results in a 2 min penalty. 
 
3. No foot passes to another player, infraction results in a possession change, but players may 
kick the ball once onto their own stick. 
 
4. No jumping (one foot must be on the ground when receiving the ball), infraction results in a 2 
min penalty. 
 
5. Players may not go down on two knees to make plays or block shots. Only the goalie may play 
from their knees, infraction results in a 2 min penalty. 
 
6. Ball must be received on a stick below knee level, infraction results in a possession change. If 
contact is made with the ball above the knee, infraction results in a 2 min penalty. 
 
7. Sticks must stay below waist level when shooting with a similar follow through allowed. Stick 
above waist on a shot will result in a 2 min penalty.  
 
8. No stick checking, lifting, or slashing. A minor infraction results in a possession change, an 
infraction in a scoring position or repeated infraction results in a 2 min penalty. 
 
9. No holding of stick, players, or shirt or general interference, infraction will result in a 2 min 
penalty. 
 
10. No playing your stick between another player’s legs. Results in a possession change. 
 
11. No body contact with the exception of incidental shoulder contact, infractions will result in a 
2 min penalty. 
 
12. No playing the ball with the head - infraction results in a 2 min penalty. 
 
13. Face-offs: Face offs will be used to start the game at the beginning of each period and to re-
start after each goal or if the ball is damaged. For a face-off, stick blade must be on the ground 
and perpendicular to centerline, feet parallel to centerline ball and the middle of the two players’ 
sticks. Players cannot reverse their grip or hold the stick below the face-off line. Play starts with 
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a whistle blow. 
 
14. Possession changes: Occurs in the situations cited above. Ball is played as a direct free shot 
similar to a soccer free kick, where the offending players must be 3 meters away and the ball 
must be shot or played to another player upon the officials whistle blow with a solid hit – not a 
sweeping motion. 
 
15. Substitutions may occur at anytime. 
 
16. Repeated infractions result in a 2 min penalty. 
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Other 

Bodyball 

By: Chris Wilson 
Make a shirt for each goalie that has a patch of velcro on the chest. This can be a pinnie or a shirt. You 

also need a ball that is covered with the other half of the velcro, so that the ball can stick to the patch on 

the goalies shirt. 

Now play handball and have your teams goalie in the far crease. You score a goal by having the ball stick 

to the goailies chest. Goalie may not use their hands. 

 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Bethany DeHaan 

Have each team’s goalie stand on the side that their opponents begin on. This way teams are working 

with their goalie to get the ball to stick to the Velcro. This may help avoid any injury on the goalies.  
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Pirate Ship 

Object: 
-       To defend and invade pirate ships 
Equipment: 
 
-       large open space (gymnasium or room) 
-       6-8 mats 
-       2 scooter boards per mat 
-       1 gator ball per mat 
Set up: 
-       Place 2 scooter boards under each mat to make a pirate ship 
-       Each pirate ship will have one cannon (gator ball) 
Jobs: 
-       Number one:  pushes the pirate ship and retrieves cannons 
-       Number two: fires the cannons (sits in the middle of the pirate ship with their legs crossed) 
-       Number three: walks the plank (sits on the bench waiting for their turn) 
Rotation schedule: 
-       Number one transitions to number two. 
-       Number two transitions to number three. 
-       Number three transitions to number one (when it’s their turn). 
Game play: 
Each pirate ship has 1 cannonball that they throw at other pirates. If a pirate gets hit (below 
shoulders), he or she is eliminated from the round and walks to plank. Only number two can be 
eliminated. Only number one can retrieve cannon balls for safety. 

Forum Ideas 

Variation by Kirstin Schwass: 

I would modify it so that the cannon ball could hit the ship, not just the pirate. It is tough to 

throw a ball while cross-legged, so I can see another pirate getting hit in the face or head!  But if 

it hit the ship, the target would be bigger and there would be more movement of participants and 

therefore, more activity.  


